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Angelic Ascension Messages from the Crystal Library 
Channeled on July 1, 2011 by IET Trainer Mieke Michielsen 

 

 
 

A pure source is dwelling in the core of your Being, crystal clear. 
Drink it and you will experience fulfillment and peace.  

Angel Celestina 
 

A silent lake of nourishing awareness embraces each lotus flower  
of your daily unfolding, in total acceptance. 

Angel Cassiel 
 

Open your hands and look at the pearls of possibilities that life is offering you to enlighten 
your playground and inspire your journey.  

Angel Gabriel 
 

All the beauty that you see around you is an expression of who you are! 
Let’s celebrate in gratitude! 

Angel Faith 
 

It’s love that makes the difference between dreams and reality;  
love is creative abundance, making your dreams unconditionally real! 

Angel Ariel 
 

The breath of your body is a sacred dance  
honoring the Divine Presence in total surrender.   

Angel Raphael 
 

Unity is the nature and source of all life  
because all of creation is God’s blissful Body;  

nothing can fall apart!  
Angel Ariel 

 
Relax, because your ascension is a natural process  

similar to the transmutation from the caterpillar to a dancing butterfly.  
Angel Sarah 

 
Your wisdom is pure like the morning dew on a rose flower. 

It appears naturally because you are Divine.  
Angel Gabriel 

 
Human hearts always carry a deep hidden smile… 

It’s a deep knowing that everything is just perfect as it is!  
Angel Daniel 
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Do you notice the glow of the Star that you are!? 

You are the heaven on earth, precious Human Jewel!  
Angel Ariel 

 
You are the power of the Waterfall, never ending… 

You are the irresistible life force that no one can stop! Enjoy!  
Angel Michael 

 
In every experience God’s presence is there as a child that asks you :  

let’s play, don’t run away... please stay;  
no other reason than: be home and play! 

Angel Daniel 
 

Did you recognize the flame of Pure love of the other’s eyes looking to you,  
embracing your Being in an infinite moment?!  

Angel Celestina 
 

A hummingbird, attracted, smells the nectar of truth… 
So, don’t search but let your heartwings carry you to your inner treasure! 

Angel Gabriel 
 

Your lightbody is crystalline fluid nature, 
that listens to the geometric patterns of your visions;  

what you believe will happen and repeat itself naturally.  
Angel Ariel 

 
Touch your Crystalline Heart and sing a word of power,  

which expresses the Highest value that you want to embody  
and it will be revealed with ease and joy!  

Angel Celestina 
 

The most precious Crystal jewel you carry with you is compassion. 
His transparent nature illuminates your world with tenderness.  

Angel Cassiel 
 

The lotus of wisdom reveals a golden heart of love; love is the doorway:  
it shows exactly what is right for you and the truth you have to share! 

Angel Celestina 
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When you compassionately embrace your fears like a little baby, 
they will reveal their message and bring you home in true safety ! 

Angel Michael 
 

A brilliant yellow crystal will unlock the positive Past Life experiences  
and knowledge that will support your awakening process. 

Angel Rafael 
 

We empower your Crystal Key to help you see with the eyes of an Angel: 
Adore the clear truth of your magical, loving and lovable nature!  

Angel Gabriel 
 

We carry you on the wings of ascension beyond the walls of your uncertainty  
to the Divine mirror that shows the beauty of who you are! 

Angel Gabriel 
 

We bless and empower your heart’s desire  
because it expresses a clear sign and message from your soul  

to be manifested for the good of all! 
Angel Ariel 

 
Do you see the crystalline spark that kindly dwells in all living beings? 
Do you hear the Divine Joy of birds and trees touching your Essence? 

Angel Daniel 
 

We don’t judge your anger.  
We support you to transform it to an amazing firework  

of new creativity and wonderful change!  
Angel Daniel 

 
Your heart space is the most delicious garden where you feel at home and at ease  

to enjoy the deepest never ending romance with your loving Soul! 
Angel Cassiel 

 
We empower a clear rose quartz in the form of a heart that will help you travel  

from human craving love to unconditional Divine Love.  
Angel Cassiel 

 
A green Mother Earth crystal can restore your inner peace and guide you through the doorway  

to a new lifestyle that offers body balance and vitality. 
Angel Sarah 
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A Crystal Angel is playing with your inner child.  
Innocence is the key to discover your own wings and be free!  

Angel Faith 
 

We activate a very precious red crystal in your heart  
to support your courage to be a pioneer,  

bringing new ideas into the world!  
Angel Michael 

 
There is nothing to achieve; you are already home! 

There is nothing to avoid; live brings you what you need.  
Angel Faith 

 
Your Heart is the most magnificent and powerful Divine Instrument. 

You can really manifest great Miracles, especially when you gather as one big Family!  
Angel Michael 

 
We offer a blue star crystal to many people in this period to help them download  

all the new information from their Star families! 
Angel Ariel 

 
Joy takes away the veil between your world and ours. 

Joy celebrates our oneness, our unified creative destiny!  
Angel Celestina 

 
A rainbow crystal unlocks the doorway to a new adventure  

with outbursts of  laughter and pleasure:  
you are a part of Divine Play!  

Angel Sarah 
 

When you surrender to the river of your soul’s passion  
you will enjoy delightful landscapes  

and finally dissolve in a sea of Stillness.  
Angel Raphael 

 
The smallest seed becomes a tree:  

allow Divine Mystery to reveal the bliss and greatness that you are,  
the fruits you never saw before.  

Angel Sarah 
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Being best friends with yourself is a solid foundation  
if you want to build a safe society of brotherhood, love and respect.  

Angel Michael. 
 

When your heart flowers, you experience the whole world as your home, 
the whole universe as the garden of your soul.  

Angel Cassiel. 
 

Let’s dive to the depths of your unconscious feelings and explore 
to unfold the treasures of your innocent child that is totally free.  

Angel Faith 
 

Loving attention is one of the greatest gifts you can offer to a living being 
to make it reveal it’s Divine Essence of consciousness.  

Angel Raphael  
 

You are reborn to the radiating state of your Angelic Beauty; 
Welcome in Paradise on Earth where service means Being.  

Angel Faith 
 

Bring your awareness from thought to body… and experience: 
Every cell of your wonderful temple expresses Divine Glory! 

Angel Raphael 
 

If you embrace what makes you feel happy,  
ascension will just simply happen;  
take it easy; you are already there!  

Angel Sarah  
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